English Assessment RS 18 Paper 26-04
Name___________________________

Score________

P/F

Chest Number __________________________

Instructions
- Answer questions by circling the correct option or entering the answer as indicated.
- Wrong answers should be crossed out neatly and the correct answer clearly shown.
Question
Circle the verb:

Answer
sister table

return cup

Put the following list in alphabetical order:
once
if
pretty
going

1.__________________
2.__________________
3.__________________
4.__________________

Circle the word that needs a capital letter:

My brother studies in india.

Spell the misspelled word in this sentence correctly:
We are hir on the map.

_______________________________________

Insert the correct piece of punctuation to the
sentence.

The hospital is seven miles away

Cross out the incorrect word to complete the
sentence:

The farmer did/done lots of work.

Circle the correct word to complete the sentence:

He is/are on the basketball team.

What is the plural of party?

_______________________________________

Circle the correct answer to fill in the gap:

less than

I have visited __________ times.

many

Put the following words in the correct order and add
punctuation and capital letters to make the
sentence:
birthday / received / I / card / a

some of
much

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

What best describes the following sentence?
Circle the correct answer:
How long is the film?

a greeting

a question

a description

a statement

Circle the word that best matches the definition:
up

under

drop

low

let something fall vertically

Cross out the incorrect article:

Circle the noun:

There is an / a tree on top of the hill.

The boat was very fast.

Circle the word that is incorrectly spelled:

Circle the word that is not part of the set:

There were thri cars in the accident.

dollars

bird

pounds

wake

woke

woken

rupees

Circle the correct word to fill in the blank:
woked

He was _________up by a loud noise.

Read the following information and then answer the three questions below:
Pizza King Takeaway.
Delicious pizza available for delivery 6pm - 10pm.
Open Monday to Saturday.
10 % off when you order online using dicount code PKING.
Why not try it today?
Free 1litre bottle of Cola with every order.

What is the purpose of the text?
Circle the correct answer:

What day is Pizza King Takeaway Closed?

What do you get for free with an order?

to persuade

to describe

to instruct

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

English Assessment RS 18 Answer Paper 26-04
Name___________________________

Chest Number __________________________

Instructions
- Answer questions by circling the correct option or entering the answer as indicated.
- Wrong answers should be crossed out neatly and the correct answer clearly shown.
Question

Answer

Circle the verb:
return

Put the following list in alphabetical order:
once
if
pretty
going

going, if, once, pretty

Circle the word that needs a capital letter:
india

Spell the misspelled word in this sentence correctly:
here
We are hir on the map.

Insert the correct piece of punctuation to the
sentence.

The hospital is seven miles away.

Cross out the incorrect word to complete the
sentence:

done

Circle the correct word to complete the sentence:
is

What is the plural of party?
parties
Circle the correct answer to fill in the gap:
I have visited __________ times.
many
Put the following words in the correct order and add
punctuation and capital letters to make the
sentence:
birthday / received / I / card / a

What best describes the following sentence?

I received a birthday card.

a question

Circle the correct answer:
How long is the film?
Circle the word that best matches the definition:
let something fall vertically

drop

Cross out the incorrect article:
an
Circle the noun:

boat

Circle the word that is incorrectly spelled:
thri

Circle the word that is not part of the set:
bird
Circle the correct word to fill in the blank:
He was _________up by a loud noise.

woken

Read the following information and then answer the three questions below:
Pizza King Takeaway.
Delicious pizza available for delivery 6pm - 10pm.
Open Monday to Saturday.
10 % off when you order online using dicount code PKING.
Why not try it today?
Free 1litre bottle of Cola with every order.

What is the purpose of the text?
Circle the correct answer:

What day is Pizza King Takeaway Closed?

What do you get for free with an order?

to persuade

Sunday

1 Litre bottle of Cola
bottle of Cola

English Assessment RS 19 Paper 7-01
Name___________________________

Score________

P/F

Chest Number __________________________

Instructions
- Answer questions by circling, crossing out, or entering the answer as indicated.
- Wrong answers should be crossed out neatly and the correct answer clearly shown.
Question
Circle the word that is not part of the set:

Answer
warm

hot

cold

head

Circle the correct word to fill in the blank:
drive

drove

driven

drived

Bikash ______to Kathmandu last week.

Cross out the incorrect word to complete the
sentence:

Circle the word that is incorrectly spelled:

I will made/make dinner for everyone this evening.

Can you ride a bysikle?

Spell the following word correctly:
________________________________
fase - the front part of a person's head

Insert the correct piece of punctuation to the
sentence.

Circle the verb:

Circle the noun:

Was it a tiring journey

hotel

slip

income

law

They played the game.

Circle the word that best matches the definition:
never

now

later

once

at the present time or moment
What best describes the following sentence?
Circle the correct answer:

a question
a statement

Good evening.
Put the following list in alphabetical order:
member
biscuit
season
ensure

a description
a greeting

1.__________________
2.__________________
3.__________________
4.__________________

Put the following words in the correct order and add
punctuation and capital letters to make the
sentence:

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

completely / glass / was / broken / the

Cross out the incorrect article:

What is the plural of woman?

Circle the correct answer to fill in the gap:
We need _______ money to pay.

Circle the word that needs a capital letter:

Circle the word to complete the sentence correctly:

The lesson took over an / a hour.

_______________________________________

much
many

less than
some

prem wants to play football.

They was/were hungry.

Read the following information and then answer the three questions below:
Cycle Safe! New Cycle Paths.
New cycle paths have been built throughout the Garrison. In total there are 45 km of new paths.
This is to encourage more people to start cycling but most importantly to do it safely, so remember to bring
your helmet!
The official opening is on the 15th August.
What must people remember?

When is the official opening?

How many kms of new paths are there?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

English Assessment RS 19 Paper 7-01
Name___________________________

Score________

P/F

Chest Number __________________________

Instructions
- Answer questions by circling, crossing out, or entering the answer as indicated.
- Wrong answers should be crossed out neatly and the correct answer clearly shown.
Question
Circle the word that is not part of the set:

Answer
head

Circle the correct word to fill in the blank:
Bikash ______to Kathmandu last week.

Cross out the incorrect word to complete the
sentence:

drove

The word below should be clearly crossed out.
made

Circle the word that is incorrectly spelled:
bicycle
Spell the following word correctly:
face
fase - the front part of a person's head

Insert the correct piece of punctuation to the
sentence.

Was it a tiring journey?

Circle the verb:

slip

Circle the noun:

game

Circle the word that best matches the definition:
at the present time or moment
What best describes the following sentence?
Circle the correct answer:
Good evening.
Put the following list in alphabetical order:
member
biscuit
season
ensure

now

a greeting

biscuit, ensure, member, season

Put the following words in the correct order and add
punctuation and capital letters to make the
sentence:

The glass was completely broken.

completely / glass / was / broken / the

Was the glass completely broken?

Cross out the incorrect article:

The word below should be clearly crossed out.
a

What is the plural of woman?

women

Circle the correct answer to fill in the gap:
some
We need _______ money to pay.

Circle the word that needs a capital letter:

prem

Circle the word to complete the sentence correctly:

were

Read the following information and then answer the three questions below:
Cycle Safe! New Cycle Paths.
New cycle paths have been built throughout the Garrison. In total there are 45 km of new paths.
This is to encourage more people to start cycling but most importantly to do it safely, so remember to bring
your helmet!
The official opening is on the 15th August.
What must people remember?

helmet

When is the official opening?
15th August
How many kilometers of new paths are there?

45 km

